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Something seems to have changed!
Everyone of us owes Vicky a huge debt of gratitude - just like Fawkes (Harry Potter’s Phoenix), somehow
when all looked lost, Vicky brougfht Solution News back as strong as ever. Serious respect!
It is also telling that the baton had to be passed to a team rather than just one individual.
Today we’re trying some new changes, some of you may even have noticed! Along with the Committee we
felt that increasing the reach & engagement of Solution News was a great aspiration.
For that reason we hope to do a more fitting - BIG! - tribute to Vicky in the next edition.
The handover made us pause & shamelessly check out what we liked around already. Which online
newsletters / journals / email campaigns did we relate to? We looked at what we wanted Solution News to
do and we have lots of exciting ideas for this!
The 2 biggest themes were design and hyperlinked content (especially video). In design, colour was a big
theme to attract engagement - our header has gone a few shades redder! Links included blog posts,
videos, photos and short news snippets.
Let us know (honestly!) what you think - & include every suggestion you have. Apparently the average
engagement response is 10%. Somehow we think we can beat 1.7 people though one of the real hallmarks of SF folk is their willingness to get involved. 10% is what
our fellow therapies would aim for - so if 2 folk respond we’re well up there!
So, here’s a wee summary of the first SF Committee meeting’s aspirations & a
few keywords - Enjoy & Engage!
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Thoughts from the Solution Focused Thinking Chair
Hello, dear readers. I will be staking claim to a small amount of space in
each edition of Solution News for updates from the chair and possibly
some SF random musings. Let’s see what emerges. Please feel free to
comment and join in the conversation by emailing me on
chair@ukasfp.co.uk or sending letters and content to the editor.
If I may begin with a quick round of ‘pleased to notice’? I was really delighted with
the atmosphere and positivity at the conference in Liverpool. I think the
conference is going from strength to strength whilst also having a unique local
flavour from the host team. I’m already imagining the fun to be had in Milton
Keynes {phrases rarely heard!}. I really appreciated the opportunity to talk with
‘like minded’ folk. My highlight was definitely making my goals in tin foil. Thanks
to those who shared their highlights and pledges on the discussion list and to all
the Facebookers and Tweeters. Save the date 4-5th June 2015!!
If you are at all social media inclined, please take the time to follow UKASFP and
comment/share/tweet/ re-tweet akimbo. Use the hash tag, #solutionfocus. We
are particularly hoping people will notice and report everyday SF moments or SF
relevant media stories.
A very warm welcome to our new editor, Sharryn Gardner. Sharryn stands
(metaphorically of course) on the shoulders of Vicky Bliss. Thank you again, Vicky,
for all the years of proof reading, cajoling and general midwifery of SN.
What else? The committee met on 22 September and discussed our best hopes for
the next three year stint. We are mostly hoping to increase the membership by
being conspicuously useful. The good progress towards a workable accreditation
system will continue, conferences will be planned, regional groups will be offered
support and encouragement (and possibly money!) to put on events, the website
will continue to improve and the newsletter will be combined with Solution News
as you can already see. Let us know if there is anything else you, the members,
would be pleased to notice us doing.
Jen Unwin
UKASFP Chair
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Conference
Videos

What's all this about?!
It's a funny thing referencing, and one most of us need to use
from time to time. We are aiming to include a number of useful
topics over the next issues around all sorts of topics including
how to set up a charity or social enterprise, Facebook &
Twitter, email or direct mailing, publishing on Kindle and
others. Hopefully these will individually be useful and certainly
feel free to share and use them as a hook to get colleagues
and friends reading the journal!!

You’ll never walk
alone

!

What do we all want (or need) to know?!
You could write books (referenced of course!) on this - you
could almost run a certificate course on it. Think generally
most of us want a bit on the 'why' and chunk on the 'how' - so
let's do that!!
Astoundingly I'd reached page 8 on Google before anyone
really addressed what the point of referencing is. Essentially
the first 7 1/2 pages were just what to do and how to do it.
Google of course works by guessing what I'm looking for
based on what others clicked on when they performed similar
searches, and if I'm honest I find it slightly sad that people
search only for how and not for why. As ever in Solution
Focus, even in a how-to guide, perhaps I hadn't asked Google
the right questions. !

Keynote Highlights

!

OK, so what is the point, besides getting better marks? !
Well, we just all do it - it's just the way it is. Academia like it,
and makes us all feel academic so we do it. It might seem like
that at times, and actually there are really compelling reasons
to do it, and more importantly do it well, not as an afterthought
at the end. Treating it as a necessary evil to get good marks
will never use it to full potential. !
Queen's University in Belfast had a great analogy of saying
that referencing was a bit like the label on your clothes, it told
you all about it (and I suppose it's provenance and make-up).
Taking that analogy a bit further in our Solution Focus work
what could our best hopes for referencing our work be?!
!

!
!
!
!
!
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1) That we (or our teams) - i.e., the designers are presented as high quality, authoritative, and
trustworthy!
2) That we tell our readers who we are and where we come from (made in....)!
3) That our background research and content ( i.e., materials) were the best quality and
combination for this work, and had been chosen very carefully rejecting less useful options!
4) That our conclusions are either robust, or new and need further support (washing or care
instructions) !
5) There is usually some sort of numerical or barcode identifier too which relates to the
reference of our article for citing elsewhere!

!

While initially this seemed a slightly frivolous analogy, perhaps it's not. The University of Reading
(Google page 8) unsurprisingly takes a more academic line saying much of the same things. It's
used to show the breadth of our sources and that our work builds on that of others. They also say
that it avoids accusations of plagiarism and maximises potential scores for work, acknowledging
that one can score well with good referencing while our own content may be poor and score
poorly.!

!

Ok, enough of the why - I get it now! How?!
Apparently Harvard referencing can be traced back to 1881 - great, so how come there are so
many types, all seemingly named after different North American locations?
(Harvard,Chicago,Vancouver and others). Even more oddly, Harvard referencing one of the most
popular is not directly related to Harvard University and surprisingly has no identified standard so
has multiple versions.!

!

Why are there so many styles? Is it just vanity?!
It might seem so, particularly when journals in the same discipline use different styles, in which
case we'd say it was based on tradition! Actually there are literally hundreds of styles and sone
(like Harvard) have several versions. Some are based on an agreed style within the discipline
(Vancouver is one such style agreed strangely enough in Vancouver in 1978). When we think of
the point of referencing, to allow readers to most easily find your source and background
material, it makes sense that different disciplines differ in what they reference and so also differ in
how they reference it. Some styles have 'in-text' brief citations with a full list at the end of the
article, others footnotes on each page, some are numbered according to the position within the
article, others listed alphabetically.!

!

The material to be listed also varies between disciplines such as scientific articles or published
letters. We often forget that the sources also evolve over time, including CD-ROMs when they
appeared, webpages,PDFs, and recently Facebook or Twitter posts which we previously have
seen as almost fleeting. How the recent changes to individuals being able to delete information
relating to themselves may affect this in the future.!

!

OK, I've written my article and got the best ever references - how do i write them?!
Cutting and pasting and then manipulating is fraught with errors! Writing by hand is also liable to
transcription errors. One relatively new method is a series of online (generally free) tools. I
personally use NeilsToolBox,though there are several available and you will find one that suits
you and the style you want. Others invlude Citeforme / ukessays and bibme. Essentially they act
a bit like reference grinders - you set the style, put in what you have, choose the type of citation,
press 'go', and 'Bob's your uncle'! Repeat for each reference. !

!

So good luck, I hope some of this is useful. !
And, no references!!

!
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We’ve had some time to reflect on our trip to Liverpool in June for the big annual UKASFP
Conference. We’ve chased some balls, done some walks, ate some things, had a few good
naps and such like and basically, we’d like to say a big ‘THANK YOU’ to the people who came
to our little session. THANK YOU also to the Medical Actor who pretended to be a patient, so
that we could show how patient WE are when we work with our human, Vicky.

!

We enjoyed our trip to Liverpool and it was really good fun to caper about in the long corridors
of the Adelphi. We saw a LOT of legs that day. In fact, we think this is the most legs we’ve
ever seen in one place at one time. We were a little nervous at first, but you humans put us at
our ease quite nicely.

!

I hope we showed the people in our audience what extreme listening looks like because we
pay very close attention to the person who is deserving of our focus. In this case the person
was only pretending, but usually they are real. Our pretend patient was a little nervous, and
she wasn’t quite sure what to do with our heads; should she pat them or stroke them or what?
We are used to people like this.

!

The best bit was when the pretend patient started throwing balls for us. We were good at
taking turns to fetch the ball and bring it back to her again and again. (Humans do this ball
throwing thing rather a lot.)

!

We were very quiet with her, because she was nervous. We can tell when someone wants to
be bouncy and boisterous too, but our pretend patient wasn’t like that. We matched her mood
best we could. When Vicky asked me to, I (Buster) leaned against the pretend patient’s leg to
give her a good dog hug. She stroked me and seemed to like the hug. I like these too.

!

So we’ve developed some rules about presenting at UKASFP Conferences that we’ll share with
you before we say good bye:

!

1. Have a good wash before you attend
2. Bring something to drink with you
3. Always keep an eye on your human(s) to see if you’re doing the most
useful things
4. Don’t try to be a hero dog and fix things that aren’t broken
5. Listen very very closely to everything that’s going on – put your ears
right up
6. Don’t bark unless you’re asked to
7. Stay calm and cheerful
8. Bring a ball (or something) to play with
AND
9. Only poop where you’re allowed to
We LOVED meeting you all.

Henry and Buster (Bliss)
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Dates for your
diary

Regional Meetings
Bristol, South Wales and South West
On 9th September a group of 5 people met in a living room in Bristol to
initiate a network of Solution Focused Practitioners in the Bristol, South
Wales and South West area. This meeting took quite a bit of arranging since
its inception as an idea at the UKASFP conference in Birmingham in June
2013. The group was at that point undecided as to whether it will be one
group or whether there is enough interest in South Wales for a separate
group. A meeting in Newport the following week decided to stay as a
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
separate group. The contact isSian.Smith3@wales.nhs.uk.
The focus of the meeting was on what a useful group would look like and
what our best hopes for the group were. Themes which emerged were of a
quarterly meeting with pre-arranged themes as well as some space for
supportive discussion on how to stay Solution Focused. Initial meeting would
be in people's houses but hopes were in the future to meet in public places
to enhance the profile of the group and of Solution Focused Practice in the
area.
next meeting in December plans to look at our core beliefs and values
underpinning our work. For more info contact Barry Golten on
goldsteincoaching@live.co.uk.
goldsteincoaching@live.co.uk
BTNE is hosting another conference feedback session on 11
November 2014 from 9:30 to 12:00 to share ideas from the
recent EBTA conference in Leeuwarden and anything else
that’s new in the world of SF.
The address is Walkergate Park Centre For
Neurorehabilitation and Neuropsychiatry, Benfield Road,
Newcastle upon Tyne NE6 4QD.
If you have never been to one of these before and live
anywhere in our region please feel free to join us. There is no
charge and you will be made very welcome.
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
See www.btne.org for details.
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Book NOW for next
year’s Conference!

Building Communities / Improving Lives:
using Solution Focused approaches

Venue: Mercure Abbey Hill Hotel, Milton Keynes

!

Dates: Thursday 4th and 5th June 2015
Keynote Speakers: Sussan Öster and Jonas Wells from
Sweden
“Stories from Sweden: how SF is improving collaboration
between health, social and employment services”

!
The 2015 UKASFP Conference will be held at the Mercure Abbey Hill Hotel, a
few minutes’ drive from the centre of Milton Keynes. The venue has beautiful
grounds, good conference facilities and qualityaccommodation. We are planning
a full programme around the theme of Building Communities / Improving Lives.
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